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1929Chronograph movements

While Longines started producing devices for measuring 

intervals of time in 18781, few models were developed2, 

at least in comparison with the continual revision to which 

standard calibres were subjected3. With the exception 

of a chronograph movement created in 1913 for use in 

wrist-watches4, the 19.73 dating from 1897 remained the 

principal chronograph model5 sold and used by Longines 

for its timing activities6 for some thirty years. At the end 

of the 1920s, the factory’s technical department started 

developing a new chronograph, the 18.72.

1 Cf. calibre 20H.
2 Cf. calibres 20H, 19CH, 19.73.
3 For example, cf. calibres 15.47, 15.48, 18.50, 19.51, 21.53, 18.49, 19.55, 20.52, 21.54, 

13.56.
4 Cf. calibres 13.33Z.
5 With the exception of an occasional modifi cation of the 18.89 with a chronograph mecha-

nism. Cf. calibre 18.89.
6 Cf. calibres 19.73 and 19.73N.

The 19/73N chronograph has been deemed too large and 

so we have created a new 18 line movement with a height 

of 6 ¾ mm, 65/100 lower than the 19/73N; this movement 

will not be ready before the end of 19297.

Like the 19.73, in its revised and lowered version of 19098, 

the 18.72 served as a technical base stock for different 

variants. Originally it had the same function as the standard 

19.73N. Apart from the chronograph device, it had an 

instantaneous 30-minute counter. With an index-snail 

cam9, a system which allowed for precise regulation of 

the running of the movement10, it was designed to replace 

the 19.73N.

The 12.68 stop seconds with counter is satisfactory ; this 

type of mechanism has been used in the 18 line pocket 

chronographs. Two models have thus been created :

18.72 stop seconds with centre 60-minute dragging 

recorder11.

In the 1930s the 18.72 was adapted in various ways,

for example a vers ion with a centre 60-minute 

counter. This required the manufacture of specific com-

ponents intended specially for this model, including the 

centre wheel with its cannon pinion, the contrate wheel, 

the hammers and springs for the minute and seconds 

recorders, the upper and lower blocking levers and their 

springs, the coupling-lever spring, the centre heart for 

the blocking disc, the column wheel and the centre 

wheel12. The remaining components were the same as in 

7 ARL, Pfi ster reports, 1928.
8 Cf. calibre 19.73N.
9 Cf. ARL, catalogue of components no. 8, p. 79.
10 For example, cf. calibres 21.59, 21.60.
11 ARL, Pfi ster reports, 1941.
12 Cf. ARL, catalogue of components no. 8, p. 79.
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First produced in
1929

Movement
manually wound mechanical

Ebauche
open-face, bottom plate 
and 7 bridges

Functions
hours, minutes, seconds, 
chronograph, instantaneous 
30-minute counter

Balance-count
18,000 vibrations per hour / 
36,000 vibrations per hour

Display
1/5 of a second / 1/10 of 
a second

Size
39.70 mm

Height
6.80 mm

Winding mechanism
pendant, not visible

Hand-setting mechanism
pendant, pull-out piece

Jewels
17 rubies

Gear-train
traditional, 5 wheels

Escapement
straight-line lever

Balance
monometallic screw-in

Balance-spring
self-compensating, Breguet 
overcoil

Index-assembly and balance-
spring stud

bent index, top balance-
endpiece, square screw-in 
stud

Miscellaneous
column-wheel chronograph
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the original version of the 18.72. 

One version of the 18.72 designed 

for timing to 1/10 of a second was 

also produced from the original 

18.72 dating from 192813.

The manufacture of chronographs 

was interrupted in 1943 by the 

ban on exports as part of the 

counter-blockade14.

Despite commercial complications 

resulting from the Second World 

War, Longines fitted its 18.72 calibre 

with a split-seconds system during 

the conflict. The 19.73N was also 

revised in this way many years 

after its original creation15. The 

split-seconds – a f ly-back hand 

fitted above the centre seconds that could move while 

remaining superposed on the first hand but could be 

stopped independently and then made to fly back to join 

the first hand as it moved – enabled the user to read off 

intermediate times16. In 1943, Longines designed two 

13 Cf. ARL, catalogue of components no. 9, p. 81.
14 ARL, Pfi ster reports, 1943.
15 Cf. calibre 19.73N.
16 Cf. BERNER G.-A., ibid., p. 742.

versions of the 18.72 chronograph with a split-seconds 

function17. The first, which measured to 1/5 of a second, 

had an instantaneous 30-minute counter while the second 

had an instantaneous 60-minute counter.

During the Second World War Longines also developed, 

on the technical basis of the 18.72, a counter – an 

instrument which did not display the normal time but 

was intended solely for measuring intervals of time – with 

a precision of 1/100 of a second. Manufactured on an 

unknown scale, this device enabled the user to time short 

intervals.

Between the end of the 19th century and the first half 

of the 20th century, many timing devices were devel-

oped from the same basic model. Since the design work 

required a good deal of effort18, the models made were 

used and diversified for a considerable number of years. 

By replacing the 19.73 movement and its lowered version, 

the 18.72, whose development started in 1928, remained 

the technical source of pocket-watch size mechanical 

timing instruments made by Longines for a long time19.

17 Cf. ARL, catalogue of components no. 9, pp. 75-77.
18 Cf. ARL, Pfi ster reports, 1928.
19 Also, cf. calibre 24 lines.
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SPLIT-SECONDS
First produced in

1943

Movement
manually wound mechanical

Ebauche
open-face, bottom plate 
and 7 bridges

Functions
hours, minutes, seconds, 
chronograph, instantaneous 
30-minute counter, 
instantaneous 60-minute 
counter, split-seconds

Balance-count
18,000 vibrations per hour / 
36,000 vibrations per hour

Display
1/5 of a second / 1/10 of 
a second

Size
39.70 mm

Height
6.80 mm

Winding mechanism
pendant, not visible

Hand-setting mechanism
pendant, pull-out piece

Jewels
19 rubies

Gear-train
traditional, 5 wheels

Escapement
straight-line lever

Balance
monometallic screw-in

Balance-spring
self-compensating, Breguet 
overcoil

Index-assembly and balance-
spring stud

bent index, top balance-
endpiece, square screw-in 
stud

Miscellaneous
column-wheel chronograph
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